Del sol photography

The Costa del Sol on the south coast of mainland Spain , has always been a favourite
destination for the sun-seeker. There are wonderful sandy beaches, and a wide variety of
resorts to choose from. The main season for the Costa del Sol translates to coast of the sun, or
sun coast runs from May through to the end of October. You can travel there during the winter
months, with the days still providing a welcome break from the cold. With so many luxury hotels
to chose from in the Costa del Sol, we have selected just a few to show you some of the
tasteful, and sumptuous hotel rooms where you can relax and unwind. This wonderful 5-star
hotel is located beach-front in the resort of Guadalmansa, 13km from Estepona. There are
rooms and suites at the Ikos Andalusia, all located over 4 floors. All rooms come with furnished
balcony or garden, floor to ceiling windows, air-conditioning, heating, bathrobes, coffee and tea
facilities, DVD and CD player, flat screen TV, hairdryer, mini bar, safe, slipper and WiFi. The
standard rooms have views over the gardens or pools, but guests can upgrade to
Mediterranean views. Of course, if you book a room with private pool, then you have all the
benefits of being independent if you wish. Alternatively, you can enjoy the pool areas, and the
nearby beach. This is a smaller 5-star hotel with just elegant rooms, suites and villas. Located
between the exclusive resort of Marbella and Estepona, the hotel is inland, just under 3km from
the beach. Bedrooms are tastefully furnished with classic works or art adorning the walls.
Interconnecting rooms are also available that sleep up to 6 adults. Some rooms even have a
jacuzzi on their private terrace, and a fully equipped kitchen. As you can see, if you wish to
remain independent on your holiday, the Anantara Villa Padierna would be a good choice. The
pool area and other hotel facilities are available if you wish to venture away from your room.
The room shown above is an example of their suites for up to 3 adults. Some rooms will have
view of the golf courses or lake. This 5-star luxury hotel is also quite small in comparison with
other hotels in the area, with just rooms and suites, located over 7 floors. Situated on a sand
and pebble beach, the hotel does offer lovely Mediterranean views. Just over 5km from the
resort of Estepona, you can still find a selection of shops, bars and restaurants just m from the
hotel. There are 3 outdoor pool areas surrounded by lawned sun terraces, and lush palms. You
can even relax on one of the Balinese beds. Some of the rooms have garden view, or pool view,
or sea views. The junior suites and grand suites come with exclusive luxury bathroom
amenities. If you are a family, and would like interconnecting rooms, this is possible but are
limited. This 5-star hotel is located in the popular and exclusive resort of Marbella, with the
benefit of being sea-front. Alternatively, head to the adjacent beach with its water sports. The
hotel has rooms, suites and villas located over 3 floors. All rooms are tastefully decorated and
greys, whites and creams, and there are 11 room types to choose from in addition to the villas.
There are 8 upgrades available in the suites, right up to the imperial suite located on the top
floor of the hotel. This 5-star hotel is 5km from the resort of Estepona, and just 3km from the
nearest golf course. The Elba Estepona benefits from a beachfront location with a sand and
shingle beach. There are 2 outdoor pools located adjacent to the beach, with ample room on the
sun terraces. The rooms comprise deluxe doubles, junior suites, suites, and a Presidential
suite. All rooms offer a warm decor and have private terrace or balcony with views of the
gardens or sea. Each room offers a large bathroom with shower, bath, coffee and tea service,
complimentary WiFi, mini-bar, bathrobe and slippers, and dressing room. The suites have
hydromassage showers. The entry room is a deluxe double with garden view. There are several
room types, working up to the suite room. This room type is shown in the photo below. The
most luxurious room type is the Presidential suite that offers m, a living room, 2 bedrooms and
2 bathrooms, stunning sea views from the large terraces. This suite sleeps a maximum of 4
adults and 2 children and benefits from 1 free entry per person to the Thalasso Spa. It is
possible to upgrade to a room with sea view, otherwise you can expect a garden view. This
5-star hotel is surrounded by tropical gardens, and just m from the beach. The exclusive resort
of Marbella is 10km west of the hotel, although just m from the nearest bars and restaurants.
Enjoy the 5 outdoor swimming pools one with a swimming lane , or take a stroll down to the
nearby beach. There are just rooms and suites located over 3 floors. The entry room is a double
superior room with a large bedroom, full bathroom and a small living area with sofabed and two
armchairs. You will have a safe, desk, coffee making facilities, terrace, air-conditioning, satellite
TV, complimentary WiFi, slippers and bathrobe. The junior suite pictured here is a larger room
with adjoining lounge area. Room features are the same as above, and some junior suites can
be booked as interconnecting to a superior room if you are staying as a family and want a room
each. The top specification room is a duplex suite that are over two floors. On one floor is the
bedroom and bathroom and the other has a living room and a second bathroom. These suites
have terraces with sea views. Of course, it can be booked as a 3-bedroom with an adjoining
superior double room. The 5-star grand luxe Los Monteros is just 8km east of the resort of
Marbella and 1km from the beach. Here you can certainly relax around the pool, or at La Cabane

Club â€” the most exclusive Beach Club on the Costa del Sol that is also part the hotel. At La
Cabane, you can lounge by the pool on one of the luxury sun loungers or Bali beds and enjoy a
cocktail and the restaurant. The hotel features rooms over 3 floors. Rooms range from a classic
double room to the Royal suite. The largest of the suites is the Los Monteros suite at 66m with
the same facilities. This 5-star grand luxe hotel is in the resort of Guadalmansa, just beside a
long sandy beach. The hotel offers guests retreat areas for self-care and personal reflection.
There is a lovely pool area as well as relaxation and wellness, cleanse and detox, and other care
programmes. With just 55 suites, this is certainly a place to get away from it all. Each of the
luxury rooms and suites are light and spacious and each comprise complimentary WiFi, teach
and coffee service, sea or garden view, bathroom with separate bath and shower, mini bar.
There are another 7 room upgrades until the top room of the Presidential suite. There is a
spacious bedroom and bathroom, separate living room and a furnished balcony overlooking the
Mediterranean. A luxury hotel with traditional Andalusian architecture. There are manicured
gardens, spa treatments, pools, and a beach club. The hotel is just 67 spacious rooms and all
feature 4m high ceilings! It offers marble bathroom with bath, walk-in rain shower, private patio
or terrace, luxury amenities, flat screen TV, internet, and safe. Next are the executive suites,
family suites, pool suites and then the Cortesin suite as featured in the photo below. You will
have a stunning lounge area, separate bedroom and a sizeable marble bathroom â€” again with
bath and walk-in rain shower. Additional to the suites, are 2 villas with private pools. If you are
looking to be completely independent, but also have the benefits of being within a hotel, then
perhaps one of the villas would be ideal for your stay. Of course, there are many more luxury
hotels in the Costa del Sol, and we will shortly be brining you details on those that can be found
in the main city of the region â€” ie Malaga. Corona Holidays are specialists in tailor-made
holidays to the Canary Islands, Balearic Islands, and European city breaks. Such an easy flight
to Malaga, well under 3 hours from London, then you can walk to the train and easily get along
the coast. So good for weekend breaks or longer. One December I can remember being in the
hotel pool with the sun setting behind the palm trees â€” knowing that it was frosty back in the
U. Some fantastic hotels here to choose from. Thanks Eileen. Sounds wonderful to be in a hotel
pool at the moment â€” hopefully very soon though! I fear that many travellers to the Costa del
Sol arrive at the airport and then immediately head west. I look forward to reading your piece on
Malaga. Good point Valerie. Oh, so many destinations to see. My wife likes to wile away some
hours in a serene spa but is in no hurry to have another Thalasso treatment and I always willing
to try the local golf courses. Too hard to make a decision. Thanks Tim. I remember spending an
evening in Marbella and had some lovely fish down by the marina. Many an hour was spent
there enjoying some wonderful fresh seafood where the locals would go and eat. Oh, to travel
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Privacy policy. Del Sol Photography is an award-winning studio based in Playa del Carmen,
Mexico, voted one of the top 10 wedding photography studios in the world by American Photo
Magazine. Founded by Matt Adcock and Sol Tamargo, their work has been featured on the cover
of National Geographic Magazine and their photojournalistic style has brought them around the

world capturing motion and emotion. They are pioneers in the world of "trash the dress"
photography, creating epic images underwater in the fresh-water cenotes of the Riviera Maya.
Pixan Photography is a professional wedding photography company based in Cancun, Mexico.
Pixan Photography is a group Sebi Messina Photography is a wedding photography company
based in Cancun, Mexico. Owner and lead photographer Sebi Located in Playa del Carmen,
Mexico, Jorge Rodriguez Photography is a destination wedding photography company serving
Based in Cancun, Mexico, M. Amber B. Exceeded all Expectations! This company was a
preferred vendor of The resort and now I know why! Our photographer Polly was amazing! Hali
M. Truly Memorable. Sol Tamargo and her assistant, Polly, were absolutely amazing!!! They
were both very good at putting my husband and I at ease during the photo shoot for our
wedding, which is sometimes needed for those who are camera-shy. They were warm and
accommodating. Sol was so full of ideas and talented. Polly was a great assistant who clearly
had a lot of talent as well. The Del Sol team exceeded all expectations, which were already high!
Del Sol made us feel like celebrities with their creativity, professionalism, and ability to capture
the best day of our lives. Polly provided the perfect amount of direction to us during the shoot,
which made our photos natural, candid and REAL, which is what we wanted. We are beyond
thrilled with the entire collection of photos. They truly look like print ads! The production value
is top-notch, and we feel like the stars of our very own Hollywood movie. The video team was
able to perfectly document the pure joy and magic during our wedding. We are forever grateful
to Del Sol for capturing this amazing day so beautifully for us. We love the professionalism and
art work she do with all wedding pictures! Sol and her team have a special magic working with
light in their many years working in the Mayan Riviera. Her bubbly attitude creates an
atmosphere of love for life. Her experience within Mexico and it's traditions is what makes her
standout. Not only does she represent the art and tradition of Mexico personally, but it drives
her work to capture the magic that is only Mexico. Her photos are distinct in that they evoke the
feeling of love between the bride and groom that you can feel just by looking at them. I am
always grateful to work with her and see her special touch with each wedding. In we worked for
the first time with Del Sol Photography. Over the years we have seen an excellent work fast
response time not only for couple to be married also on an administration level. Without a doubt
one of the leaders in wedding and romance photography in Mexico. Log in Join now. Hired Save
Saved. Request pricing. Availability Contact for availability. Follow Del Sol Photography on.
Other couples have also viewed:. Pixan Photography. Sebi Messina Photography. Jorge
Rodriguez Photography. Interested in this vendor? Photos 48 Photos. Videos 6 Videos. Write a
review. Quality of service: 5. Del Sol Photography's reply: Thank you so much Meredith! Your
words are so kind and heartfelt. We love that you trusted our creative vision and thank you for
believing in us. This day was amazing and we will forever be thankful to have been invited to be
with you and your family! See more reviews. Award High-Res Images. Digital Files. Additional
Hours. Boudoir Shoot. Engagement Shoot. Liability Insurance. Second Shooter. Trash The
Dress. Wedding Portraits. Flush Mount. Matted Prints. Save the Date. Thank You Cards. View
more. Download the WeddingWire Planning App. Connect with us Facebook Twitter Pinterest
Instagram. Are you a vendor? Learn about WeddingWire for Business Visit vendor support.
Going to a wedding? Amber B. Exceeded all Expectations! This company was a preferred
vendor of The resort and now I know why! Our photographer Polly was amazing! Hali M. Truly
Memorable. Sol Tamargo and her assistant, Polly, were absolutely amazing!!! They were both
very good at putting my husband and I at ease during the photo shoot for our wedding, which is
sometimes needed for those who are camera-shy. They were warm and accommodating. Sol
was so full of ideas and talented. Polly was a great assistant who clearly had a lot of talent as
well. The Del Sol team exceeded all expectations, which were already high! Del Sol made us feel
like celebrities with their creativity, professionalism, and ability to capture the best day of our
lives. Polly provided the perfect amount of direction to us during the shoot, which made our
photos natural, candid and REAL, which is what we wanted. We are beyond thrilled with the
entire collection of photos. They truly look like print ads! The production value is top-notch, and
we feel like the stars of our very own Hollywood movie. The video team was able to perfectly
document the pure joy and magic during our wedding. We are forever grateful to Del Sol for
capturing this amazing day so beautifully for us. Highly recommend. The photographers at Del
Sol are so much more than photographers. From the very first contact with them which was
months before our wedding and well before we hired them they were a wealth of help not just
for photo purposes but helpful with advice on helping with issues that arose with our
destination wedding, recommendations for excursions. Very knowledgeable in the wedding
industry. They all are very personable and you feel like friends. GREAT communication!
Response time is pretty much immediate or within 24 hrs. The photos I included are just the
sneak peeks that they sent us while they finish working on the rest of the photos Top notch

service, magical experience. The team at Del Sol were amazing to work with. They took my ideas
and vision for an event and spun it out into something completely custom, brainstorming and
adding details to bring the intention and feeling to life. Leading up to the day, the team was
incredibly responsive and easy to work with--even though I was planning from afar, I never had
to worry that I was in great hands. On the day of, everything was handled--the event was
magical and the photoshoot was easy and natural--I haven't seen many photos yet but from
what they showed me turning around the camera, they are going to be incredible!!! I highly
recommend entrusting this team with something special--be that a trash the dress, a vow
renewal, or something no one has done before! After hundreds of searches for good
photographers in Playa Del Carmen, we kept coming back to the Del Sol website. We loved the
quality of their work and the great reviews from prior clients. She made us feel very
comfortable. We are looking forward to having Polly and her Del Sol team work their wonders
on our big day June ! I had a 5 star experience across the board. Their communication was on
point and made me feel at complete ease. They are so thorough and i believe it was Polly that i
communicated with. I cant wait to see my photos!!! From the very beginning, my experience
with Del Sol was great. All of my emails were answered promptly and with professionalism. I
had a lot of questions and they answered everything with detail. On my wedding day, Debora
showed up and was a ball of energy, creative ideas, and put us at ease. Everywhere we went
around the resort, Debora would find an interesting angle or a light to use for a creative picture.
The time flew by so fast, I almost regret not having more time booked with her! I can't wait to
see the photos, I know that she captured some great shots. From the moment I had inquired the
service has been exceptional. The staff are so easy to communicate and work with, this was by
the far the easiest part of my wedding. Ael was great with communication and even gave me a
phone call during the booking process. I also worked with Marco from the Del Sol team and he
has been fabulous. It really eased my nerves to speak to someone on the phone. We had Jorge
and Andres for 7 hours and we even had them stay an extra hour that night because we wanted
to capture as many pictures as possible. Jorge and Andres were snapping shots immediately
upon arrival and all the way until the end of the night. The price may seem steep at first when
you are looking but, I promise they are well worth the cost. I haven't seem my pictures yet but I
know and trust that they will be outstanding. You will not regret hiring Del Sol for your event!
Del sel photography far exceeded our expectations. We dreamed of unique, romantic, sexy, and
professional photography and they delievered that and MORE! Their professonalism,
resposiveness, efficency, and personable personalities delievered nothing but the best quality
service we could have imagined! We allowed them to take full reign of our photos and they
delievered AMAZING quality and the most unique photos we could have asked for. They
handled our large family so well and everyone loved them! We asked for natural photos of
captured unforgettable moments and they did that and more! Polly joined us for our trash the
dress cenote and beach session and she was absolutely amazing! Such a great imagination and
creative style that delievered the romantic and sexy photos we imagined. She was personable
and made us smile the entire time! She got down and dirty in the sand and just as soaking wet
as we did in the cenotes! We love you guys and send SO many thank yous and would
recommend you time and time again!!! Very unique photography! The best!! I couldn't be more
pleased with every single shot that was captured, the little moments and the big moments they
don't miss a thing. Loved that you get a second photographer so that nothing is missed. Martina
and Marina were wonderful! They captured the most special moments and all my pictures
turned out beautiful. All of my guests were very impressed with their creative ways to capture
light and angles. The pictures turned out spectacular and I am so happy I picked Del Sol to be
there with us on our wedding day. I will recommend them to anyone. They were always very
responsive to my questions and actually helped me make decisions about the ceremony based
on their experience. There is not one thing that could have been done better. I am very
impressed with their professionalism and the pictures are priceless! Great photography,
extremely creative you will not be disappointed with Deborah her work is amazing! Thanks to
del so for capturing our special day we have memories that will last a lifetime. We honestly
couldn't have picked a better photographer. Del Sol was so friendly and responsive from the
first day we contacted them. On the wedding day, they were to pleasant to have there and you
can tell they truly enjoy their craft. They are professionals to the max and they captured our
memories so amazingly. We can't recommend them enough! All I can say is Debora shot my
wedding and was absolutely great!! The whole del sol team is fantastic and I would hire them
again in a second! There was so much flexibility on the day of the wedding and Debora did
some very creative shots which I love!!! I can't say enough about Del Sol! Del Sol Photography
was one of the main reasons why we chose to have a destination wedding in Riviera Maya,
Mexico! We've visited the region 3 times prior but during those trips, we had no idea that it

would be our future wedding backdrop! Once we found del sol, there was no turning back. We
fell in love with all their photos and knew we had to hire them to capture our wedding. Not only
do they specialize in wedding photography, they have a special niche in TTD underwater
photos. Their photos are incredibly unique and completely magical. Everyone we encountered
who were part of the Del Sol team were absolutely phenomenal. The communication was within
24 hours and always extended recommendations whenever we need it's quite difficult to plan a
destination wedding without knowing all the ins. They are a great team and we were even
starstruck to have the chance to work with such talented photographers! Knowing we were
among award winning photographers, we wanted to try being great subjects. Anything Matt and
Sol wanted us to do, we did. The photos explain why! We brought along our gnome figurine
which was part of our proposal, somehow it floated away in the cenote but Matt went back the
following day and found it and even delivered it back to our resort! They honestly made our day
even more fun! We absolutely love the photos! I guarantee you won't regret it!! We had Juan as
our photographer and her photographed 3 different events during our wedding. We were able to
do our trash the dress, rehearsal party and wedding with him! Hi is super friendly and up beat
which really helps because my husband are shy. He helped us loosen up and just have fun!
Working with Ael during the booking process was so easy. I got a few checking in phone calls
which is so nice an reassuring. They have wonderful client website set up which makes
payments and account info easily accessible at all times. I am still waiting on my pictures but
Juan did show me a few unedited ones and they were already amazing so i am so excited to see
the edited versions! They are amazing and definitely worth every penny i spent. They were all
very nice and fun yet professional and made me feel comfortable during the trash the dress
shoot. Pricey but definately worth it! A spectacular team of photographers! We knew Del Sol
Photography would be amazing to work with, but even those high expectations were surpassed
beyond anything we had ever imagined!!! I will recommend Del Sol Photography to anyone and
everyone who will listen! I already thanked the team Del Sol. Now I want to share my experience
with brides who are considering hiring these photographers. I know that for us brides who are
not Mexico is very difficult to choose a good professional, we do not know for sure local
customs. Good and bad professionals exist throughout the world. I was very lucky to have
chosen Jorge and Melissa. I am deeply grateful! The photos were spectacular! But all the staff is
excellent. Their service, from contract signing to delivery of the pendrive is amazing, exceeds
expectations. They were attentive, professional, caring and capricious to the smallest detail! For
the service to be good, not enough to have good photographers, you need customer service, be
patient with anxious and insecure brides, seriousness, punctuality, organization and of course
love. Finally, the Del Sol team unites good quality of service and love for what you do! I
recommend, if someone wants to ask a question for facebook Scheila Schonardie can do my
English is not very good, but I think we can communicate. Do not save on registering your
unique moment. After all, besides the memories in your head, artistic photos will be what will
you always remember the magic moment wedding. Really worth every penny! Scheila and
Andre. Olga Z. Great choice for unique locations. High-quality photography was at the top of our
wedding priority list, so we spent a long time looking at portfolios of photographers in the
Riviera Maya. There were many options cheaper than Del Sol, but we ended up coming back to
them again and again because of how impressed we were with the consistent quality of their
work. Since our ceremony and reception were both in unique locations with limited light, we
knew we needed someone extremely experienced to get amazing shots. Going through the
various portfolios at Del Sol, we were having a hard time choosing the primary photographer,
and the final decision came down to Valeria and Polly. We ended up choosing Valeria, so we
were quite excited that Polly was assigned to be our second photographer! They were both
fantastic to work with - very pleasant and friendly, super creative with the shots, angles, and
poses which ended up looking marvelous in the final photographs. They were not afraid to get
dirty and jump around in the water to get us great pictures - and the dedication shows in the
final images. Whatever photographers you go with, we highly recommend choosing a package
with two photographers - there is no way we would've captured some of our favorite moments
without them both there. Our final photos are a joy to look at. Some of them are works of art.
We're very happy we selected Del Sol to capture them for us. Please note that when you sign
the contract with DelSol, you are signing away any rights to your most personal memories. I did
sign the contract giving away the rights to my photos, because I was rushed planning for my
destination wedding, and I should have thought of the implications before I signed. We had a
small wedding party in a remote location for that exact reason. We wanted our wedding to be
private and special, not to be on display for the world to see. It may be cheaper to fly a world
class photographer from the U. I understand photographers need their products for
advertisement purposes, but there are many people who DO want their photos all over the

internet and social media. Del Sol has plenty of those already. I will add that the photos were
great, but now each time I look at them, I recall this whole incident. Log in Join now. Back to Del
Sol Photography. Del Sol Photography Reviews. Quality of service: 5. Del Sol Photography's
reply: Thank you so much Meredith! Your words are so kind and heartfelt. We love that you
trusted our creative vision and thank you for believing in us. This day was amazing and we will
forever be thankful to have been invited to be with you and your family! Del Sol Photography's
reply: Thank you so much Nicole. We have had so much fun with your wedding. TTD in the
future? YES please. Just find a reason to go on vacation and travel for love! Thank you for this
wonderful testimonial - Matt. Del Sol Photography's reply: Thank you so much Caroline! Blue
Venado is such a beautiful venue in the Riviera Maya and we are excited to see you again in
June! Even though we got bit on the bum by ants.. Del Sol Photography's reply: Molly, thank
you so much for taking the time to share your review. We are thrilled to have been able to
capture all the love at your wedding and we are so glad you had a great experience with our
team. Looking forward to sharing your photos, all the best amiga! Del Sol Photography's reply:
Dayna, Thank you so much for taking the time to share your review! We are so happy to have
been a part of your big day, it was absolutely beautiful and we wish you and your new husband
all the light and love in the world. You were both magnificent mermaids in your trash the dress
too! We'll be sure to share your kind words with the photographers. All the best amiga! Del Sol
Photography's reply: Roseann, thank you so much for taking the time to share your review. It
was a true pleasure to capture your big day and we are thrilled that you like the resulting photos
as much as we do. We send you all the best warm wishes! Del Sol Photography's reply: Thank
you so much for taking the time to share your review, we are thrilled that you are happy with
your photos! We thank you for trusting our vision and for inviting us to share in your wedding
day. Big hugs to you! Del Sol Photography's reply: Thank you so much for taking the time to
share your review, we had a wonderful day with you both! Del Sol Photography's reply: Thank
you so much, we had a wondeful time capturing your day and we are grateful to you for taking
the time to share your review. All the best to you both! Here is a link to the whole wedding, we
just loved it! Dreams Tulum is an amazing venue! Del Sol Photography's reply: Thank you so
much Ashley, we appreciate you taking the time to share your review! It was a real pleasure for
us to meet you both, all the best! Del Sol Photography's reply: Scheila, it was an honor and
pleasure for us to capture your wedding day, thank you so much for taking the time to share
your review, all the best to you both for a lifetime full of love! Here is the full wedding
photography shoot at The Grand Sunset Princess, romantic day! Del Sol Photography's reply:
Olga - thanks so much for taking the time to write a lovely testimonial! You guys were SUCH a
fun couple to work with and we love to be challenged with weird and wonderful locations! More
adventurous brides and grooms please!! A big congrats to the two of you once again and don't
hesitate to reach out if you make it back to Mexico, you're part of the del Sol family now! Quality
of service: 0. Del Sol Photography's reply: Hi there, we actually did remove your photos from
the site, even though you signed a contract giving us permission to publish them and we did
not charge you any extra fee! Please can you update or remove your review appropriately many thanks! Download the WeddingWire Planning App. Connect with us Facebook Twitter
Pinterest Instagram. Are you a vendor? Learn about WeddingWire for Business Visit vendor
support. Going to a wedding? Hi, my name is Jennifer Jane, originally from Essex, England but
now living in Marbella, the heart of beautiful locations and lavish celebrations I specialise in
wedding photography. From an early age I loved to take photographs, my camera opened my
eyes to the world, photography is about creating thoughts and reactions through images. Living
in Spain, the blue skies and glorious sunshine are the perfect backdrop for my inspiration. My
style is clean, modern and natural, therefore my photographs will remain timeless. Combining
my friendly and relaxed manor with my high end equipment you are guaranteed a professional
service with quality images. Blog Testimonials Contact. Welcome to Jennifer Jane Photography.
Nice to meet you Hi, my name is Jennifer Jane, originally from Essex, England but now living in
Marbella, the heart of beautiful locations and lavish celebrations I specialise in wedding
photography. Find Out More. Please view below My Portfolio. My Blog View some recent
weddings below. Thank you for visiting. Follow Me on Instagram. Rae Del Sol Photography.
Contact Info. Guestbook for Rae Del Sol Photography. It was such an amazing experience, I
learned a ton about modeling, fashion, makeup, poses, the industry, photography, and all that
kind of stuff! I loved how my pictures turned out, a very professional yet relaxed and fun
environment and shoot! She picked out my outfits and set me up with an amazing HMUA and
really helped my family and I through the whole process! We also got all of our portraits in
about a week and a half! I had an awesome time with Rae Del Sol Photography, and the pictures
are definitely some of the best! Thank you so much Rose smile emoticon". Christina Lopez
non-registered. Rose was referred to us by a friend and we couldn't be more grateful! The

pictures she captured on our wedding day are gorgeous! We have pictures with various lighting
and color including vintage coloring and black and white! The pictures are varied too! We have
pictures in many different poses with different backgrounds. No boring group, every pic looks
the same with just different people lined up type photos here! She also made us comfortable
and got us and our guests at our best! Lots of flattering and happy shots! We are beyond
pleased and will call her again! Tatiana Herrera-Schneider non-registered. I have worked with
Rose several times and each time has been a pleasure. Rose is very personable and extremely
professional. She showed up early and really did a wonderful job capturing both shots of our
gala guests and the overall feeling of the event. Everyone involved with the event was
impressed and pleased with how the images came out. Rose was extremely accommodating
and sent us our pictures extremely fast as we were on deadline to get pictures in our
membership magazine and to the media. I would highly recommend her! Sheila Mayfield
non-registered. I provided her a lengthy shot list before the event, and Rose made sure she
captured every single one! She did an amazing job photographing our event, and provided the
photos quickly after the event so that we could share with the media to for post-event
promotion. She is a joy to work with, and is so talented. We had the privledge of having Rose
take our engagement and Wedding photos. She has done an amazing job! They are even better
than we thought they would be : She is such a pleasure to work with and made our day very
special with her presence, personality and Charisma. She has been so good as well with
keeping in touch and making sure we got our pictures in a mannerly time!! Thank you Rose for
all your hard work! Good luck in your photography career, as we all know youll do great!
Available Feeds. RSS Atom. Like Us on Facebook. Of course we can. When Sony meets Cessna.
We immediately got excited, you got our attention Matt. We love aerial photography. Things got
better. He continued telling us about his project. I would like to make a documentary of all best
known tourist spots in Quintana Roo that are closed right now. I would like to take photos of the
Mayan Ruins of Tulum without people. I would like to get a picture of the archaeological site of
Coba without people climbing the Nohoch Mul piramid. I am dreaming of having pictures of the
beautiful beaches of Cancun without a single person. We are in. What a fantastic idea. Matt and
Sol are eager to do business with other local companies that have passion in what they do. And
so is Fly Cozumel. A match made in Riviera Maya. All of us full of high energy, excited as kids.
Sol let Matt do the talking, but was the first to reach the plane. We went through the flight plan:
take off from Playa del Carmen, then fly south along the coast of the Riviera Maya towards the
archaeological site of Tulum. Next destination: the Mayan Ruins of Coba ; and then back to the
coast to fly to the hotel zone of Cancun. Last on the list of destinations: Isla Mujeres. We
discussed what is possible and what is not; explained the headsets, and we got ready for
departure. I h
2005 bmw 545i alternator replacement
2010 chevy malibu stereo
what is a coil pack on a ford f150
ave been living for many years in this area and Leo has been flying for quite a while above
paradise. Most likely I will never in my life again see beaches, towns and archaeological sites
again from the air without tourists. The flight itselfâ€¦ just WOW. Literally no words to be found
to describe the prestige views. Planes and beaches we know so well, but this time without
peopleâ€¦.. What a huge pleasure to have met you and to have gotten the opportunity to fly you
around Riviera Maya and Cancun. Sony met Cessna; to be continuedâ€¦.. On Board by Fly
Cozumel is being issued monthly and covers brief information and news about the destinations
of Fly Cozumel. You are our top priority! Fly Cozumel is fully operating. Read More. Written on
May 1, in News. Share on facebook Facebook. Share on twitter Twitter. Share on linkedin
LinkedIn. Share on pinterest Pinterest. Share on whatsapp WhatsApp. Share on email Email.
Marco Cariolato. Follow FlyCozumel. On Board Magazine 2 is here! No thanks!

